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This guidance is intended as a simple overview for volunteers working in public open spaces and 
on public rights of way. It does not replace the main government guidance which should be your 

main point of reference. Visit www.gov.uk/coronavirus for up to date information from the 
government. 
 
When there are restrictions and/or specific government advice in place, Risk Assessment 
documents will be provided by South Gloucestershire Council for use by all individual and group 
volunteers. These risk assessments must be followed at all times. 
 

What is COVID-19? 
 

Covid-19 is the disease caused by a new coronavirus called SARS-CoV-2.  It was first noted by the 
World Health Organisation in December 2019 after a cluster of cases in China.  
 
Covid-19 is a viral infection that commonly affects the respiratory tract. During 2020 and 2021 is 
has caused a worldwide pandemic and although testing is now widespread and vaccinations are 
available, the disease is likely to be a concern for at least the next few years. 

 

Transmission 
 

Current evidence suggests the main way the virus spreads is by respiratory droplets among people 
who are in close contact with each other. The infection can be transmitted in any situation where 
an infected person is in close contact with others. The virus can spread from an infected person’s 
mouth or nose in small liquid particles when they cough, sneeze, speak, sing or breathe heavily. 
These liquid particles are different sizes, ranging from large respiratory droplets to smaller 
aerosols.  
 
Other people can catch Covid-19 when the virus gets into their mouth, nose or eyes, which is more 
likely to happen when people are in direct or close contact (less than 1 metre apart) with an 
infected person. Aerosol transmission can occur in specific settings, particularly indoor, crowded 
and inadequately ventilated spaces, where infected person(s) spend long periods of time with 
others. 
 
The virus can also spread after infected people sneeze, cough on, or touch surfaces, or objects, 
such as tables, doorknobs and handrails. Other people may become infected by touching these 
contaminated surfaces, then touching their eyes, noses or mouths without having cleaned their 
hands first. 
 
Some people are asymptomatic and those pre-symptomatic who may not realise they have the 
disease, are particularly at risk of transmitting it.  
 

People at risk 
 

People aged 60 years and over, and those with underlying medical problems like high blood 
pressure, heart and lung problems, diabetes, obesity or cancer, are at higher risk of developing 

http://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
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serious illness.  
 
However, anyone can get sick with Covid-19 and become seriously ill or die at any age. 

 

Symptoms 
 

It is estimated that around 1 in 3 infected people show no symptoms at all. 
 
The most common symptoms of Covid-19 are: 
 

• fever 

• dry cough 

• loss of taste or smell 

• fatigue 
 
Anyone with a new persistent cough, high temperature or loss of sense of taste or smell should 
self-isolate and arrange for a Covid-19 test as soon as possible. 
 
Other symptoms that are less common and may affect some patients include: 
 

• nasal congestion 

• conjunctivitis (also known as red eyes) 

• sore throat 

• headache 

• muscle or joint pain 

• different types of skin rash 

• nausea or vomiting 

• diarrhoea 

• chills or dizziness 
 
Symptoms of severe Covid‐19 include: 
 

• shortness of breath 

• loss of appetite 

• confusion 

• persistent pain or pressure in the chest 

• high temperature (above 38°C) 
 
Other less common symptoms are: 
 

• irritability 

• reduced consciousness (sometimes associated with seizures) 

• anxiety 

• depression 

• sleep disorders 

• more severe and rare neurological complications such as strokes, brain inflammation, 
delirium and nerve damage 

 

Long term effects 
 
Severe cases can cause respiratory damage which may be long lasting and perhaps permanent. 

 

Some people who have had Covid-19, whether they have needed hospitalization or not, continue 
to experience symptoms, including fatigue, respiratory and neurological symptoms. 
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Variants 
As with any virus, Covid-19 changes over time and this can affect the characteristics of the virus 
including main symptoms, likelihood of severe illness, transmission and effectiveness of vaccines 
and treatment. 
 

Prevention 
 

The best prevention is to avoid situations where infected people come into contact with others. 
This can be achieved by: 
 

• being aware of the main symptoms  
 

• following government guidance on self-isolation and testing. Anyone with symptoms or who 
has had recent contact with someone they suspect may be infected should not leave their 
home except to get a test. Stay at home: guidance for households with possible or 
confirmed coronavirus (COVID-19) infection - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
Regular testing of everyone without symptoms may be recommended to control 
transmission https://www.gov.uk/order-coronavirus-rapid-lateral-flow-tests and 
https://www.gov.uk/report-Covid19-result 

 

• more frequent, thorough handwashing and use of hand sanitiser when this is not possible 
 

• maintain social distancing between individuals from different households wherever 
possible. Ensure work areas do not obstruct narrow footpaths, gates or doorways so that 
distance can be maintained from the general public 

 

• wear face coverings in indoor spaces and when social distancing cannot be maintained 
 

• clean surfaces and equipment more often, and particularly between use by different 
individuals. Avoid sharing equipment, and clean touch-points (handles etc) before and after 
use and if transferring to another person 

 

• work outdoors wherever possible. Ventilate indoor spaces well and minimise time spent 
indoors with other people  

 

• work in smaller groups and minimise the number of people each person interacts with, even 
when social distancing 

 

Treatment 
 

There is no cure or specific treatment for Covid-19, therefore anyone who becomes infected could 
suffer serious illness.  
 
Vaccines are now available which reduce the risks of serious illness and onward transmission for 
vaccinated individuals. As this has only been used for a short time we do not yet know how reliable 
the vaccines are or how long they will protect us from Covid-19. So it is important to follow our 
recommendations for prevention as given above when planning your work. 
 
Please refer to the Community Spaces team for the most up to date guidance for volunteers at the 
time of your activity. CommunitySpaces@southglos.gov.uk. 
 
Regular updates will be given on The Hive website and in the Community Spaces newsletter. 
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